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StoveTrace:

HOW DATA CAN HELP STEER CLEAN COOKING
IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION

A

bout 3 billion people rely on traditional
cookstoves1 to prepare their food
each day. To fuel their hand-made

traditional stoves, people burn biomass
like firewood inside their homes. This
practice harms the families who live in these
households and our planet as a whole.
Every year, four million people die2 from
illnesses attributable to household air
pollution. Black carbon (BC)3 is the second
largest contributor to global warming, and
emissions from traditional cooking practices

Woman cooking on a traditional (mud) stove.
Photo credit: Tanvi Mishra.

are a significant global source of BC. For
these reasons, changing how people cook has
become a major public health and climate
change priority.

WHY NOT JUST GIVE STOVES AWAY?
For this distribution model, we are focused on identifying a sustainable market-based
approach that aligns improved cookstove manufacturers with their customers: the

The world rallied around a solution: introduce

individual women who cook. When large NGOs are the customers, improved stove

cleaner-burning, manufactured cookstoves

manufacturers offer different incentives, such as bulk pricing, rather than focusing on

for the rural poor. The only question that

designing user-friendly stoves or providing after-sales service.

remained was how to make these “improved
cookstoves” affordable for people who live on
less than $2 a day…or so we thought.

However, we also believe that improved cookstoves are a critical public health
intervention, and various contexts around the world require different distribution
models, including subsidies and grants.

We soon learned, through our Climate Credit
Pilot Project program, that there is a lot more

(aka fan/forced air stoves)4 are among the

of India, and the University of California San

to solving this problem than simply getting

cleanest-burning improved biomass stoves,

Diego, set out to address the high cost of the

cleaner-burning stoves into people’s homes.

but they are also expensive, with some

cleanest biomass-burning cookstoves.

costing $65 USD or more. Project Surya5,
Improved cookstoves vary in their

an international collaboration among Nexleaf

environmental impact. Forced draft stoves

Analytics, The Energy and Resources Institute
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In 2014, Project Surya launched a solution
to enable extremely low-income women in
Odisha, India to afford clean cookstoves.

WHO; http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs292/en/
WHO; http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs292/en/
http://www.nature.com/ngeo/journal/v1/n4/full/ngeo156.html?foxtrotcallback=true
http://cleancookstoves.org/technology-and-fuels/stoves/#panel-8
http://www.projectsurya.org/
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The Climate Credit Pilot Project (also known

per metric ton of CO2e set at $6, that meant

in this implementation broke. The energy

as C2P2) used cutting-edge climate science

each woman could pay off her stove in about

entrepreneur set up to work on the C2P2

and Nexleaf’s wireless StoveTrace sensors to

2 years.

project lived many kilometers away from most

provide rural women with access to resultsbased financing for their climate stewardship.
6

Each rural woman participant received a small
loan for a forced draft cookstove. StoveTrace
sensors placed on the forced draft stoves
detected and uploaded data on cooking
events on the clean cookstove. The women
then received usage-based deposits to their
bank accounts based on the carbon emissions
they prevented (or “mitigated”) by cooking on
the improved cookstoves.

In November 2016, Nexleaf and Project
Surya partners published results from the
Climate Credit Pilot Project (C2P2) in the
academic journal Nature Climate Change9.
As reported in the article, findings from
the pilot demonstrate that our innovative
financing mechanism works. However, our
data showed fewer hours of cooking in
StoveTrace-equipped households than we
were anticipating, especially over time.
Instead, women cooked an average of 1.1

Using carbon markets as a model, Project

hours per day during the first 9 months of the

Surya tapped into increased financing

C2P2 program. [(see graph below)]

based on the forced draft stove’s reduction
of short-lived climate pollutants (SLCPs)7
such as black carbon (BC). SLCPs have a
far greater warming potential per unit than
carbon dioxide, so preventing their release
has an even greater impact on the climate

This finding prompted Nexleaf to investigate
the reasons for lower usage with the hopes of
improving upon our implementation method.
Through a data-driven focus group, we learned

of the stove users, and he was unequipped
to address the high number of broken stoves.
We also learned that, even in households
without breakage problems, the stoves were
not always convenient or easy for the women
to use.

We soon learned,
through our Climate
Credit Pilot Project
program, that there is a
lot more to solving this
problem than simply
getting cleaner-burning
stoves into people’s
homes.

that many of the forced draft cookstoves used

than simply reducing the amount of biomass
burned.

WHAT IS CO2E?
CO2e, or carbon dioxide equivalent, is
a standard unit expressing emissions
in terms of an equivalent amount
of carbon dioxide. We use CO2e in
order to sum the global warming
potential of both the CO2 as well as
the black carbon emissions mitigated
by clean cooking. Learn more about
the theoretical underpinnings of CO2e
as agreed upon by the world’s leading
climate scientists with IPCC8.
Addressing traditional cooking has the
potential to significantly reduce BC and other
SLCPs, which are particularly damaging to the
climate.
Based on established literature on cooking
practices, we were expecting the StoveTrace
sensor data to show about 4 to 5 hours of
cooking per household each day on the
improved stove. That would mean about 5
tons of CO2e mitigated by each woman every
year on the forced draft stove. With a price
6
7
8
9

http://climatemarkets.org/glossary/results-based-financing.html
http://www.ccacoalition.org/en/science-resources
https://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/wg1/en/ch2s2-10-2.html
http://nexleaf.org/2016/11/01/nature-climate-change-highlights-the-power-of-nexleaf-data/
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PROJECT SURYA: A WOMANCENTERED APPROACH

money they were receiving did not make much
of a difference to them. Because the women

to spread clean cooking is not a new

lived far from their banks, they rarely if ever

idea. However, many clean cookstove

saw the micropayments that we deposited

distributors keep the rewards of carbon

into their bank accounts based on their clean

mitigation for themselves, for instance

cookstove usage.

improved cookstoves.

Based on our quantitative findings and
the post-intervention qualitative analysis,

her payment on her cell phone. Or if she

Project Surya believes that getting the

we resolved to make sustained usage

doesn’t have a phone, she receives direct

financial rewards of carbon mitigation

of clean cookstoves the goal of our next

payments from the cash-out agent.

directly to the women who cook has

implementation. We decided to start small,

both strategic and moral benefits. This

and we tested our new method in just ten

approach closes the loop between

homes in Odisha.

the woman changing her cooking
behavior and the market-motivated
climate credits generated by CO2e
reductions from clean cooking. The
poorest 3 billion people will be the

11

Based on our quantitative
findings and the postintervention qualitative
analysis, we resolved to make
sustained usage of clean
cookstoves the goal of our
next implementation.

cookstove users told us that the climate credit

Tapping into climate financing as a tool

as a way to subsidize the cost of

10

Additionally, our focus group of women

•

AFTER-SALES SERVICE: Improved
cookstoves do break, and data-enabled
follow-up visits with new clean cookstove

The lessons we learned from the pilot in

users can help uncover hidden problems

Odisha prompted us to improve our method in

and drive increased usage. By partnering

the following ways:

with NGOs focused on women’s

•

empowerment, we’re creating a model
MOBILE MONEY APP: Lots of studies10

hardest hit by global climate change.

in which women entrepreneurs recruit

have shown that mobile phone-based

We work to ensure that all people have

households, provide after-sales service,

applications can be effective money

and receive usage-based benefits for high

access to the benefits of their own

management tools for the previously

participation. We provide large-screen

carbon emissions mitigation activities,

unbanked. We partnered with Vodahone

smartphones to the women entrepreneurs

including the monetary benefits.

M-Pesa11 in India to link the women with

so they can check household stove usage

direct payments to their mobile phones.

on the StoveTrace data dashboard to

Now, each woman receives notification of

drive increased usage and adoption.

http://www.cnn.com/2017/02/21/africa/mpesa-10th-anniversary/index.html
http://www.vodafone.com/content/index/what/technology-blog/m-pesa-pay-india.html
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•

INDEPENDENT STOVE TESTING: We trained IIT Delhi12 on Nexleaf’s
Black Carbon testing method13, and we’re partnering with them
to evaluate emissions rates for each clean cookstove make and
model under consideration for distribution. This independent data
ensures that our sensor-based climate impact calculations are as
accurate as possible.

•

USER-FRIENDLY STOVES: Women cannot be expected to change
their cooking behaviors if the improved cookstoves are too
difficult, complicated, or inconvenient to use. Our improved
method focuses on usability as a key selection component for
improved cookstoves. To this end, we’re working with stove
manufacturers and providing input from users to help them
evaluate and potentially modify their designs.

We introduced our improved Sensor-Enabled Climate Financing (SCF)14
methodology in ten homes in Kondakoli, Odisha starting in October
2016. The first nine months of data clearly demonstrate sustained
usage of the clean cookstove. Women cooked an average of 4.0 hours
per day, and they maintained high levels of cookstove usage (with
some seasonal variation), as shown in the plot to the right.
An average of 4.0 hours of cooking is in range with the amount of
cooking we expect to see. The modified SCF clean cooking intervention
in Kondakoli showed a higher rate of sustained usage than we saw in our
C2P2 program. For comparison, below are the C2P2 improved cookstove
usage plot and the Kontakoli clean cookstove usage plot side by side.

12
13
14

The sample size shown here from Kontakoli is small, but additional
SCF households introduced in recent months are also showing
promising results. As of July 2017, 144 SCF households across 9
villages were receiving payments through Vodafone M-Pesa, and 93%
were showing sustained usage of their clean cookstoves.

http://www.iitd.ac.in/
http://bc.nexleaf.org/bc/
http://nexleaf.org/cookstoves/#climate-payments
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WHY USE SENSORS INSTEAD OF SURVEYS?

WHAT’S NEXT FOR CLEAN COOKING?

We created StoveTrace partly to reduce the

We are still analyzing the quantitative data from StoveTrace and generating

burden of tedious survey work for clean cooking

qualitative data on which program variables are most important to achieving

implementers. Our data also shows that self-

sustained usage. But we’ve learned a few things about designing successful

reporting is not reliable, and that it is difficult for

stove implementations that we’re eager to share:

people to estimate their cooking time accurately.

•

MONITORING MATTERS: Clean cookstoves aren’t always adopted or

Early on in our work, our research team asked a

utilized as expected. Monitoring verifies usage (and, by extension,

group of women in Uttar Pradesh, India to estimate

carbon mitigation), reveals unforeseen problems, and enables targeted

how much they used their cookstoves each day.

fixes that lead to sustained usage.

Even though these women understood that we

•

were also measuring their cooking with StoveTrace

WE MUST ALIGN WITH END USERS: It’s so important to get feedback
from individual cookstove users — the women who cook — into the

sensors, the women still misestimated their cooking

pros and cons of various cookstove designs and implementation

time. The plot below shows how far off self-reported

methods. When NGOs or governments are the manufacturers’

cooking time was for each household, and it reveals

customers, there’s a lack of incentive for stove manufacturers to meet

that overestimates and underestimates are equally

the needs and expectations of the end users.

common:

•

SMALL IMPLEMENTATIONS SET THE STAGE FOR SUCCESSFUL SCALE:
The negative climate and health impacts of traditional cooking are
extremely serious, and there is a well-placed sense of urgency on
addressing this crisis. But starting at a small scale establishes that the
clean cookstove model and other elements of the distribution method
are acceptable to local women users. This is a key step to achieving
sustained usage at scale.

•

IT’S TIME TO DEFINE “ADOPTION”: Adoption of clean cookstoves is
a tricky metric to define. Climate and health impacts can only be
achieved if adoption of the clean cookstove also correlates with
displacement of the traditional stove. It’s time to tackle the question
of sustained adoption and make it a key component of results-based
financing eligibility.

•
This data demonstrates why objective sensor-based
monitoring is necessary to compute accurate stove

global vaccination sector, we’ve found that constant iteration on our
technology and our implementation methodologies are key to achieving
impact. And using data to drive those iterations greatly improves the

usage, especially on a per-household basis over a

probability of successfully identifying and fixing what’s not working.

long period of time.
Read more about this finding in our Nature Climate

Change15 publication.

DON’T GIVE UP; ITERATE!: In both the clean cookstove sector and the

We’re excited to share these results, but we also acknowledge that a whole
lot of work still lies ahead. Later this year, we plan to share StoveTrace data
and findings from additional SCF implementations as we move to address
the question of defining adoption. We look forward to working with our
NGO partners, cookstove manufacturers, and clean cooking stakeholders

15

http://rdcu.be/mddA

at every level to improve the impact and effectiveness of clean cooking
implementations the world over.

Nexleaf’s work is made possible thanks to generous support from and collaboration with our donors and
partners. Beneventures Foundation and Leslie & Mac McQuown support climate financing for SCF.
Qualcomm Wireless Reach is a key StoveTrace program sponsor and provides support for StoveTracerelated data analytics and reporting in this series.
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